
 

 

Systems Specialist Position 

Job Description 

The WMS Specialist is responsible for the WMS information management, storage and analysis of information 

through computer networks, systems, and computer databases. Responsibilities include but are not limited to 

efficiencies, installing, maintaining and supporting the WMS systems. The WMS Specialist will provide general 

maintenance and system updates on WMS software, analyze problems, and monitor networks to ensure their 

availability to users. 

Roles & Responsibilities 

 Define business requirements for WMS software upgrades deployment, software upgrades, system 
configuration.  

 Conduct software implementation changes, training for maintenance, for new client startups and upgrades 
to current clients. 

 Recommend, manage system changes including new concepts, system improvements changes with software 
supplier 

 Create training documents and resources for system users 
 Collaborate with IT and customers to develop testing scenarios, conduct system tests, identify discrepancies, 

troubleshoot solutions and provide resolutions 
 Work with Inventory Management on WMS configuration and stock reconciliations 
 Assist all departments and other onsite business partners with interfacing requests with CORE WMS 

software 
 Document and enforce Standard Operating Procedures and best practices; keep training manuals and 

related documentation updated and available for local use  

 Ensure all 3PL physical client services are aligned to functionality and reporting within the WM system.  

 Communicate daily with warehouse team on daily productivity by function performed for each 3PL client.  

Competencies: 

 Bachelor’s degree or equivalent engineering combination of education and experience 
 3 years of experience in logistics systems  
 At lease (1) year experience in a Third-Party Logistics (3PL) environment 
 Recent experience with one or more WMS, preferably SAP, High Jump, CORE 
 Experience as a super user in operating WMS, order management applications and database systems 
 Proficiency in Microsoft Office (Word, Excel, PowerPoint, VISO a plus but not required) 
 Understanding of WMS, order management applications and database systems 
 Strong ability to interpret customer specifications into operational process flows, utilize WMS functionality 

to resolve business operational problems and articulate WMS functionality to others 


